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1. Focus van het vak
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Het opleidingsonderdeel ‘Algemeen Beheer’ bestaat uit twee geïntegreerde

delen.

Het eerste, theoretische deel, heeft tot doel om studenten een raamwerk te

bieden dat toelaat om na te denken over de strategische keuzes waarmee

organisaties worden geconfronteerd. Om dit te realiseren moeten de studenten

een doorgedreven inzicht verwerven in:

1. de verschillende perspectieven binnen strategisch management;

2. diverse analytische tools die inzicht verschaffen in de externe en interne omgeving

van de onderneming;

3. het strategische belang van capabilities en resource-based view die hieraan ten

grondslag ligt;

4. het belang van missie en objectieven voor een organisatie en haar stakeholders;

5. diverse modellen en denkkaders om beslissingen te ondersteunen op corporate en

1 business unit niveau;

6. de diverse randvoorwaarden in organisaties die een invloed kunnen hebben op de

implementatie van strategie;

7. de verschillende manieren waarop een strategie tot stand kan komen en hoe deze

zich tot elkaar verhouden.

In het tweede, toepassingsgerichte, deel bekwaamt de student zich door middel

van een business game in het nemen van strategische beslissingen en in het

uitoefenen van managementfuncties. Hij/zij verwerft inzicht in de hiermee

verbonden macroeconomische en bedrijfseconomische complexiteit.
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2. Handboek
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3. Topics hoorcolleges / planning
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4. Slides Hfdst. 5

Strategies for competitive

advantage
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Learning objectives

1. Explain what distinguishes each of the five most common 

generic strategies and why some of these strategies work 

better in certain kinds of industry and competitive conditions 

than in others.

2. Identify the major avenues for achieving a competitive 

advantage based on lower costs.

3. Discuss some of the alternative generic strategy 

frameworks, including those that argue for competitive 

advantage based on price.

4. Describe the major avenues to a competitive advantage 

based on differentiating an organisation’s product or service 

offering from the offerings of rivals.

5. Recognize the attributes of a best-cost provider strategy 

and the way in which some organisations use a hybrid 

strategy to go about building a competitive 



The essence of strategy lies in creating 

tomorrow’s competitive advantages 

faster than competitors mimic the

ones you possess today.

Gary Hamel and

C. K. Prahalad
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Translating organization performance of value 

chain activities into competitive advantage
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Translating organization performance of value 

chain activities into competitive advantage
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1. The five generic competitive strategies

2. Low-Cost provider strategies

3. Broad differentiation strategies

4. Focused (or market niche) strategies

5. Best-cost provider strategies

6. The contrasting features of the five generic 

competitive strategies: a summary

Roadmap: Chapter 5



• Competitive strategy deals exclusively with the specifics 

of management’s game plan for competing 

successfully:

– Actions and approaches to please customers

– Offensive and defensive moves to counter maneuvers of rivals

– Responses to shifting market conditions

– Initiatives to strengthen the firm’s market position and achieve a 

particular kind of competitive advantage.

• Competitive strategy is narrower in scope than

business strategy (which deals with all aspects of a

company’s strategy for achieving its performance targets

in a particular business).

What Does the Term 

“Competitive Strategy” Refer To?
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Basic competitive positions

Is the competitive advantage

pursued linked to low costs 

or product differentiation?

Is the firm’s market target 

broad or narrow?

Key factors that 

distinguish one strategy 

from another
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Three generic competitive strategies
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Three generic competitive strategies
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1. Five generic competitive strategies

Low-Cost 

Provider

Striving to achieve lower overall costs than rivals on 

products that attract a broad spectrum of buyers.

Focused 

Low-Cost

Concentrating on a narrow price-sensitive buyer 

segment and on costs to offer a lower-priced product.

Focused 

Differentiation

Concentrating on a narrow buyer segment by meeting 

specific tastes and requirements of niche members

Best-Cost 

Provider

Giving customers more value for the money by offering 

upscale product attributes at a lower cost than rivals

Broad 

Differentiation

Differentiating the firm’s product offering from rivals’ with 

attributes that  appeal to a broad spectrum of buyers.
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Five generic competitive strategies
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2. Low-cost provider strategies

♦ Effective Low-Cost Approaches:

● Pursue cost-savings that are difficult imitate.

● Avoid reducing product quality to unacceptable levels.

♦ Competitive Advantages and Risks:

● Greater total profits and increased market share gained 

from underpricing competitors.

● Larger profit margins when selling products at prices 

comparable to and competitive with rivals.

● Low pricing does not attract enough new buyers.

● Rival’s retaliatory price cutting set off a price war.
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The competitive power of Low-cost

• Underprice competitors + attract price-sensitive 

buyers = higher market share

• Same prices as competitors = same market share but 

bigger profit margin per unit
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Major avenues for achieving a cost 

advantage

♦ Low-cost Advantage

● A firm’s cumulative costs for its overall value chain 

must be lower than its rival’s cumulative costs.

♦ How to Gain a Low-cost Advantage:

● Option 1: Do a better job than rivals of performing 

value chain activities more cost-effectively.

● Option 2: Revamp the firm’s overall value chain to 

eliminate or bypass cost-producing activities.
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Option 1: Cost-efficient management of 

Value Chain Activities

♦ Cost Driver

● Is a factor with a strong influence on a firm’s costs.

● Can be asset- or activity-based.

♦ Ways to Secure a Cost Advantage:

● Use lower-cost inputs and hold minimal assets

● Offer only “essential” product features or services

● Offer only limited product lines

● Use low-cost distribution channels

● Use the most economical delivery methods



Cost drivers
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Option 1: Cost-efficient management of 

Value Chain Activities
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Option 2: Revamping the Value Chain 

System to Lower Costs

♦ Bypass the activities and costs of distributors and 

dealers by selling directly to consumers.

♦ Coordinate with suppliers to bypass activities, 

speed up their performance, or otherwise increase 

overall efficiency.

♦ Reduce handling and shipping costs by locating 

suppliers close to the firm’s own facilities.
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• Aldi and Lidl’s low cost strategy was cited as a major reason 

for Wal-Mart exiting the German market

• The supermarkets focus on a small range of products 

(1,000 compared with 40,000 in rival stores) but sell higher 

volumes of each product

• Focus on own brand products but these are often made by 

branded manufacturers such as Unilever and Kellogg

• Charge for extras – such as using credit cards

• Both operate out of smaller stores and spend little on 

advertising

• Operations are stripped down with stock left on pallets and 

coin operated trollies to minimise staff needed at each store

• In Germany nearly 90% of the population shop at Aldi or Lidl

at some point during the year. 

• In the UK their stores were not as well used until the 2007/8 

recession which produced substantial growth

• UK supermarkets retaliated and both firms had to increase 

advertising spend and the quality of their stores in response 
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When a low-cost provider strategy 

works best

♦ Price competition among rival sellers is vigorous.

♦ Products are readily available from many sellers.

♦ Industry products are not easily differentiated.

♦ Most buyers use the product in the same ways.

♦ Buyers incur low costs in switching among 

sellers.

♦ Large buyers have the power to bargain down 

prices.

♦ New entrants can use introductory low prices to 

attract buyers and build a customer base.
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The keys to being a successful 

low-cost provider

• Scrutinize each cost-creating activity to determine

what factors cause costs to be high or low

• Use knowledge about cost-determining factors to

streamline or reengineer how activities are performed

• Engage all company personnel in continuous cost

improvement

• Use benchmarking to keep close tabs on how the

firm’s costs compare with its rivals and other firms

performing comparable activities in other industries

• Strive to operate with exceptionally small corporate

staffs

• Spend aggressively on resources and capabilities

that promise to drive costs out of the business



slide 41

Wie is het meest geschikt om ons 

dagelijks werk te verbeteren ?

JULLIE!!
(zowel thuis als op het werk)

 groene telefoon (



slide 42

Leertraject werkvereenvoudiging

• 4 modules + coachings

– 1. Ik en wvv in mijn eigen werk 
• Persoonlijke coaching

– 2. Ik en wvv in mijn omgeving

– 3. Problemen op een gestructureerde manier 
aanpakken

• Coaching in een project

– 4. Participatief werken met mensen



slide 43

Dienst werkvereenvoudiging

• Cursus werkvereenvoudiging

– 27 trainers

• Dienst werkvereenvoudiging

– 120 werkvereenvoudigers

• Ondersteuning

• Projecten
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Pitfalls of a Low-cost provider strategy

♦ Lowering selling prices results in gains that

are smaller than the increases in total

costs, reducing profits rather than

raising them.

♦ Relying on a cost advantage that is not

sustainable because rivals can copy or

otherwise overcome it.

♦ Becoming too fixated on cost reduction

such that the firm’s offering is too features-

poor to generate sufficient buyer appeal.
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Key debate

• Buyers (and rivals) can recognize differentiated positions because 

they are part of the value proposition

A low-cost position is not obvious unless it is signalled to buyers by 

use of low prices

1) If only one firm in an industry can be the cost leader, isn’t this 

strategy just another form of differentiation?

2) Is price a better way of looking at differences between firm’s 

generic strategies?

3) Does low cost or low price give an advantage in every industry?
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Bowman’s strategy clock





“Low price” of “No frills” ?
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Bowman’s strategy clock





http://www.kia.com/be/alles-over-kia/geschiedenis/





Mintzberg’s strategies of differentiation

IMAGE
Product is essentially the same as rivals but appears 

differentiated through image created by marketing 

SUPPORT

Features such as extended warranties and after sales 

service differentiate an other-wise standard product 

offering

QUALITY

Based on product features which combine to make a 

better product than industry standard – e.g. enhanced 

reliability 

DESIGN

Unique features will make this a very different offering 

from the industry standard – most strongly differentiated 

position

UNDIFFEREN-

TIATED
Common position for a copy-cat organisation to occupy 

– only viable if there is sufficient space in the market

PRICE

Differentiation by charging a lower price than 

competitors – e.g. commodity products with standard 

design
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3. Broad differentiation strategies

♦ Effective Differentiation Approaches:

● Carefully study buyer needs and behaviors, values 

and willingness to pay a unique product or service.

● Incorporate features that both appeal to buyers and 

create a sustainably distinctive product offering.

● Use higher prices to recoup differentiation costs.

♦ Advantages of Differentiation:

● Premium prices for products

● Increased unit sales

● Brand loyalty
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Companies can pursue differentiation from many 

angles:

• Unique taste – Dr. Pepper, Listerine

• Multiple features – Microsoft Office, iPhone, iPod, iPad

• Wide selection and one-stop shopping – Amazon.com

• Superior service – FedEx

• Engineering design and performance – Mercedes, BMW

• Prestige and distinctiveness – Rolex

• Product reliability – Johnson & Johnson

• Quality manufacture – Michelin, Honda

• Technological leadership – 3M Corporation

• Full range of services – Charles Schwab

• Wide selection/many varieties – Campbell’s soups

• High-fashion design – Gucci and Chanel

Options for differentiating
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Uniqueness drivers
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Option 1: Managing the Value Chain to create 

differentiating attributes 

♦ A Uniqueness Driver Can:

● Have a strong differentiating effect.

● Be based on physical as well as functional 

attributes of a firm’s products.

● Be the result of superior performance capabilities 

of the firm’s human capital.

● Have an effect on more than one of the firm’s value 

chain activities.

● Create a perception of value (brand loyalty) in 

buyers where there is little reason for it to exist.
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Option 2: Revamping the Value Chain 

System to increase differentiation 
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How is value signaled to buyers?

• Typical signals of value include:

– A high price that implies quality or performance

– More appealing or fancier packaging

– Extensive product image ad campaigns that promote 

greater buyer awareness of prestige product

– The luxuriousness and ambience of high-end 

retailers and sales sites frequented by customers

– The professionalism, appearance, and personalities of 

the seller’s employees
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When a differentiation strategy works best
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Pitfalls of a Differentiation Strategy

♦ Relying on product attributes easily copied by 

rivals.

♦ Introducing product attributes that do not evoke an 

enthusiastic buyer response.

♦ Eroding profitability by overspending on efforts to 

differentiate the firm’s product offering.

♦ Not opening up meaningful gaps in quality, 

service, or performance features vis-à-vis the 

products of rivals.

♦ Adding frills and features such that the product 

exceeds the needs and uses of most buyers.

♦ Charging too high price premium.
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4. Focused or (market niche) strategies
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 Animal Planet, History Channel, and other 

special interest cable TV channels

 Porsche and Ferrari in high-end sports cars

 Bandag (a specialist in recapped truck tires)

 Match.com (an online dating service)

 Tiffany and Cartier in high-end jewelry

 Rolex in watches

 Microbreweries

 Bed-and-breakfast inns

Examples of Focused (or Market Niche) 

Strategies



http://www.styletoday.nl/fashion/nieuws/13057/diamond-iphone-duurste-ter-wereld
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• Budget motel chains

– Motel 6, Sleep Inn, Super 8, and Days Inn

• The producers and retailers of private-label

goods

• The makers of generic prescription drugs

• The makers of economically-priced replacement

ink cartridges for printers (which carry a

substantially lower price tag than those offered

by original manufacturers of name brand

printers)

Examples of Focused Low-Cost 

Strategies
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When a Focused Low-Cost or Focused 

Differentiation Strategy is attractive

When a Focused Low-Cost or Focused 

Differentiation Strategy Is Attractive

♦ The target market niche is big enough to be profitable 

and offers good growth potential.

♦ Industry leaders do not see that having a presence in 

the niche is crucial to their own success.

♦ It is costly or difficult for multisegment competitors 

to meet the needs of target market niche buyers.

♦ The industry has many different niches and 

segments.

♦ Rivals have little or no interest in the target segment.

♦ The focuser has a reservoir of buyer goodwill and long-

term loyalty.
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The risks of a Focused Low-Cost or 

Focused Differentiation Strategy

♦ Competitors will find ways to match the focused 

firm’s capabilities in serving the target niche.

♦ The specialized preferences and needs of niche 

members to shift over time toward the product 

attributes desired by the majority of buyers.

♦ As attractiveness of the segment increases, it draws 

in more competitors, intensifying rivalry and splintering 

segment profits.
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5. Best-cost provider strategies
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When a Best-Cost Provider Strategy 

works best

♦ Product differentiation is the market norm.

♦ There are a large number of value-conscious 

buyers who prefer midrange products.

♦ There is competitive space near the middle of 

the market for a competitor with either a medium-

quality product at a below-average price or a high-

quality product at an average or slightly higher 

price.

♦ Economic conditions have caused more buyers 

to become value-conscious.
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The Big Risk of a Best-Cost Provider 

Strategy - Getting squeezed on both sides
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6. Summary

♦ Each Generic Strategy:

● Positions the firm differently in its market.

● Establishes a central theme for how the firm

intends to outcompete rivals.

● Creates boundaries or guidelines for

strategic change as market circumstances

unfold.

● Points to different ways of experimenting and

tinkering with the basic strategy.
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Successful competitive strategies

are resource-based

♦ A firm’s competitive strategy is unlikely to succeed 

unless it is predicated on leveraging a 

competitively valuable collection of resources 

and capabilities that match the strategy.

♦ Sustaining a firm’s competitive advantage depends 

on its resources, capabilities, and competences 

that are difficult for rivals to duplicate and have 

no good substitutes.
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1. Which one of the generic competitive strategies

best characterize your company's strategic

approach to competing successfully?

2. Which athletic footwear companies in your

industry appear to be employing a low-cost

provider strategy?

3. Which athletic footwear companies in your

industry appear to be employing a broad

differentiation strategy?
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3. Which athletic footwear companies in your

industry appear to be employing a best-cost

provider strategy?

4. Which athletic footwear companies in your

industry appear to be employing some type of

focus strategy and concentrating more/less

attention on branded or private-label footwear

and/or on some geographic regions rather than

others?


